
Since 1998
Serving Retailers & Consumers

With Immediate Shipping



About Us
Company Founded in 1998 In New York, NY.
Grew Quickly To Sell To Major Retailers, Regional Retailers and Small Stores.
2009 Transitioned to e-commerce 3pl support, including Amazon, Groupon,
Overstock, Buy.com, NoMoreRack, Beyond The Rack, Zulily, etc.
Ship up to 3,000 packages per day.
More than 30,000 skus supported

Retailers Gain the Advantage to Sell Thousands of Items From a Broad
Catalog and from Immediate-Ship Daily Deals.
Hansa Diamonds is a Jewelry Technology company. We feature a robust,
fully automated back end infrastructure that enables our clients to white
label sell in the black box.

      More than 5,000 stock skus
      More than 500,000 pieces in stock
      Large New York In-House Factory
      China production of over 2,000,000 pieces per year
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Flexibility
Hansa Diamonds enables retailers to grow by featuring large numbers of
items in important long-tail keyword areas, as well as promotable key items.
Ring Sizes: Virtually every item available in Half Ring Sizes from 3.5 to 10.5 

Gemstones: Extreme flexibility with immediate shipment  to offer rings,
earrings, necklaces, in virtually endless gemstones including but not limited
to ruby, garnet, rhodolite garnet, opal, created opal, aquamarine, simulated
aquamarine, tanzanite, simulated tanzanite, peridot, citrine, mystic topaz,
created pink sapphire, pink topaz, morganite.
Diamond Qualities: H I3, J/K, I2-I3, I/J I1-I2, H/I SI1-SI2, 

Metals: Brass, Sterling Silver, 1.4K Gold, 10k Gold, 14k Gold, Platinum
Category Shipping

      Chain Lengths: 14", 16", 18", 20", 24"
       Bracelet Lengths: From 6 inches to 9 inches

      Lab-Grown Diamonds Available.

      Bridge Orders Ship Same to Next Day
      Fine Jewelry Orders Ship 1 to 5 Business Days, Depending Upon Complexity
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Our bridal
collection features
an assortment of
unique, modern,

and elegant bridal
styles all available

in various diamond
qualities, center

shapes, metals, and
ring sizes.
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Engagement Rings
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Affordable Bridal Sets

Our affordable
bridal collection

highlights our best-
selling styles with

promotional quality
diamonds. This

collection offers
styles for all of your

lower price point
needs.
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Diamond Basics

Our classic diamond
basics collection -
featuring diamond

stud earrings,
diamond solitaire

rings and diamond
solitaire pendants in

two diamond
qualities and various

metals.
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Eternity Ring Collection
Diamonds & Gemstones

Our eternity ring
collection features

diamond and
gemstone eternity

bands from 1-5 CTW
in a variety of metals

and diamond
qualities.  Our

unique offering
includes ring sizes

 4-9.5.
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Natural Diamond Chandelier
Earrings & Necklaces

Our collection of
diamond chandelier

earrings and
necklaces offers
retailers endless
options to offer

individual pieces as
well as matching
sets.  All pieces in
this collection are
crafted with the

finest diamonds and
gold.
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Diamond Hoops

Our diamond hoops
are available in a
variety of carat

weights and metals. 
 All of our hoop
earrings have a

perfected secure
click-top closure.
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Diamond Necklaces

Our diamond
necklace collection

offers diamond
tennis, diamonds by

the yard and
diamond smile
necklaces.  All
necklaces are

offered in a variety
of carat weights and

metals.
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Diamond Bracelets 

From the classic
tennis bracelet to

adjustable bolo
bracelets, our

diamond bracelets
collection is surely
like no other.  We
offer a variety of

carat weights and all
wrist lengths in this

fine collection.
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Lab Grown Diamond Bracelets

From the classic lab
grown diamond

tennis bracelet to
adjustable bolo

bracelets, our lab
grown diamond

bracelets collection
is surely like no

other.  We offer a
variety of carat

weights and all wrist
lengths in this fine

collection.
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Our classic lab
grown diamond

basics collection -
featuring lab grown

diamond stud
earrings, lab grown
diamond solitaire

rings and lab grown
diamond solitaire
pendants in the
finest lab grown
diamond quality.

Lab Grown Diamond Basics
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Lab Grown Diamond Bridals 

Our lab grown
diamond bridal

collection features
an assortment of

unique, modern, and
elegant bridal styles
all available in our
finest, lab grown
diamond quality,
various center

shapes, metals, and
ring sizes.



Moissanite & Diamond Engagement
Rings In Sterling Silver
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Featuring unique
styles at the most
affordable price

point, this collection
features moissanite

center stones in
various shapes in
beautiful sterling

silver and diamond
mountings.



Gemstone & Diamond Rings
 In 14K Gold
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Our gemstone and
diamond rings

collection features
every gemstone type
and various shapes
in unique ring styles

in 14K gold.
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Gemstone & Diamond Earrings

Our gemstone and
diamond earrings
collection features

every gemstone type
and various shapes
in unique earring
styles in 14K gold.



Gemstone & Diamond Necklaces 
In 14K Gold
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Our gemstone and
diamond necklace
collection features

every gemstone type
and various shapes
in unique necklace
styles in 14K gold.



Gemstone & Diamond Rings 
In Sterling Silver
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Our gemstone and
diamond rings

collection features
every gemstone type
and various shapes
in unique ring styles

in sterling silver.



Gemstone & Diamond Necklaces 
In Sterling Silver
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Our gemstone and
diamond necklace
collection features

every gemstone type
and various shapes
in unique necklace

styles in sterling
silver.



Exclusive Brands
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We have taken the idea of
traditional birthstones and
flipped it.  Your retrograde

birthstone represents your bad
side, the personality traits that

perhaps you prefer to mask
even though you secretly want

to embrace them.
 

This is the birthstone for your
bad side.  What was once

refined is now edgy.  Those
who are sweet can now be
wicked.  Lastly, the former

delicate is now bold.
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Diamond And Gemstone
Jewelry For The Woman
Who Just Can't Choose
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A collection of fine gold
and diamond crosses
to express everything

He means to you.
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And when He had called
 the people unto Him 
with His disciples also,

He said unto them, 
Whosever will come after Me,

 let Him deny Himself, 
and take up His cross, 

and follow Me.
 

 Mark 8:34
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DFlawlessDiamonds Is
Flawless And Colorless

Natural Diamonds Set In
Platinum.  On-Trend

Looks, Yet At Affordable
Price Points.
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Mens Diamond Engagement Rings -
Natural and Lab Grown
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Using the finest
quality diamonds,

our men's
engagement ring
collection offers
something for

everyone.  All styles
are available in
various center

shapes, 14K gold and
all ring sizes.



SCOTT BERKEBILE, VP
(646) 484-0048

Scott@HansaDiamonds.com

ANDREW FOX, President
(646) 879-6853

AF@Hansa-USA.com

REUBEN EBRAHIMOFF, Sales
(212) 810-1826

Reuben@HansaDiamonds.com

BETH WESALO, VP Of Content
(908) 420-6279

Beth@HansaDiamonds.com


